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brings a group of Air Jordan 11 "Legend Blue" tours for everyone today. In view of the strong performance of Air Jordan 11 in shoe
market in recent years, we will pay more attention to this "Legend Blue" which will be on sale at the end of this year. The white shoe
collocation that touch of blue, really picturesque! 

2012-3-23 15:09 upload and download the attachment (95.05 KB) Undefeated and Converse to fragment design x Undefeated
previously published x Converse Chuck Taylor All Star signed a new super popular, the two brands to start again a comprehensive
joint cooperation. This time, the two major brands will work together in the United States Foot Locker full shelves, but also symbolizes
Undefeated, but also officially expanded to the United States territory. Now the two major brands Pro Leather and Converse Hi
Converse choose Star Plaer Low as two pairs of classic style joint selection, create four distinctive style of the design of the new four
models, with nylon material as the material of each vamp vamp, Converse mark next with a Converse Pro Leather Hi UNDFTD "in the
body of the shoe has a style inside zipper design details, in addition to each insole are Undefeated and Converse two brand words,
is absolutely the shoes fans worth looking forward to the joint topic. This series of Undefeated x Converse Born Not Made Collection
for Foot Locker joint new works will be on the shelves in March 29th, want to start the shoes fans, please look forward to.
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